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Introduction: Tens of multi-ring basins have been
identified on the Moon [1,2], the youngest of which,
Orientale Basin, is thought to have formed ~3.8 Ga.
All lunar basin-forming impacts therefore occurred
within ~700 My of the Moon's formation; the majority
are thought to have formed during the Lunar Cataclysm [3] - a spike in the impact bombardment rate
~4.1-3.9 Ga. The thermal state of the Moon during this
proposed basin-forming epoch is unclear, though the
Moon is assumed to have been hotter than its present
state [4].
Gravity-derived lunar basin structure [5,6] suggests
two crustal features are common to lunar basins: (1) a
(relatively) thin crustal layer beneath the basin center
flanked by (2) a (relatively) thickened annulus (ring) of
crustal material. These features are present in all but
the oldest pre-Nectarian basins [6]. This implies thermal conditions (and subsequent post-impact processes)
early on in the basin-forming epoch were different to
those towards the end of the basin-forming epoch.
This work, a continuation of [7], numerically models lunar basin-forming impacts using thermal profiles
estimating conditions for a young (~0.5 Gy old), warm
Moon. The results of the basin-scale simulations are
compared to gravity-derived lunar basin crustal profiles and used to estimate basin features, such as transient crater diameter, for a suite of lunar basins. The
simulation results and estimations are then used to
suggest whether the investigated thermal profiles are
suitable analogs for lunar thermal conditions during the
basin-forming epoch.
Methods: Lunar basin numerical modeling was
carried out using the two dimensional iSALE hydrocode [8,9] previously used to model large-scale terrestrial impacts such as Chicxulub [10].
The impact target was modeled as an infinite halfspace divided into a crustal and mantle layer. A Tillotson equation of state derived for gabbroic anorthosite
[11] and an ANEOS-derived equation of state for dunite [12] were used to model the crust and mantle response, respectively, to thermodynamic changes and
compressibility. Material strength and thermal parameters for each layer were derived from fits to experimental gabbro and dunite rock strength data [13-16].
Impactor diameter was varied between 40 and 120 km;
a constant resolution of 20 cells per projectile radius
(CPPR) was used, resulting in cell sizes of 1-3 km.
Impact velocity was varied between 10 and 15 km/s.

Thermal profiles (TP) estimating lunar conditions
for an early, warm Moon based on [17] were investigated. TP1 had a near-surface temperature gradient of
34 K/km, with a deep mantle temperature of ~1770 K;
TP2 had a near-surface temperature gradient of 10
K/km with a deep mantle temperature of ~1670 K.
Temperatures were bound by the solidus; they never
exceeded the ambient melt temperature. An additional
thermal profile, TP3, modified from [18], estimating a
0.5 Gy old Moon, was also used (Figure 1). Based on
the thermal profiles, self-consistent pressure, density
and strength fields were computed. The gravity field
was set to a constant value of 1.62 m/s2.

Figure 1. The three temperature profiles investigated. TP1:
near-surface gradient of 34 K/km; ~1770 K deep mantle temperature. TP2: near-surface thermal gradient of 10 K/km; ~1660
K deep mantle temperature. The temperature profiles are bound
by the solidus so temperatures never exceed the ambient melt
temperature. TP3 is modified from [18] and estimates a 0.5 Gy
old Moon. Dotted line is crust/mantle boundary (60 km depth).

Results: The thermal gradients and high internal
temperatures in the simulations produced far greater
melt volumes compared to scaling law estimates for
comparable lunar impacts [19,20]. In the simulations a
significant volume of crustal material was removed
forming a thinner post-impact crustal layer than that
suggested by gravity-derived crustal profiles [5,6];
some simulations completely removed crustal material
from the basin center. Coupled with the greater melt
volume, the discrepancy between the simulations and
the gravity-derived profiles could be resolved by differentiation of the voluminous melt pools formed in
the simulations into new crustal layers, as suggested by
[21] for the South Pole-Aitken Basin-forming impact.
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Simulations using TP2 and TP3 were however
qualitatively consistent with the location and thickness
of the thickened crustal annulus of gravity-derived
crustal profiles [5] for a suite of lunar basins covering
age groups I1 (Imbrium) to P11 (Smythii). To produce
the same crustal annulus radius, greater impact energy
was required for impacts using TP3 as it was cooler
and stronger than TP2. Impacts into TP1 did not produce qualitatively similar basins to gravity-derived
crustal profiles; hot crustal material flowed in towards
the basin center smoothing out any topography and
crustal thickening created during the initial stages of
impact. TP1 therefore appears to be too warm to explain inferred basin structures for this particular suite
of basins.
Assuming differentiation can account for the differences between the simulations and the gravityderived crustal structure around basin centers, predictions of transient crater size and other features for a
suite of basins were made based on the structure of the
simulated basins formed using TP2 and TP3 (Figure
2). By comparison to scaling law estimates and observed basin structure, TP2 appeared to be slightly too
warm and weak to produce basins with features similar
to those observed, while TP3 appeared to be slightly
too cool and strong to produce basins with features
similar to those observed.
Discussion: Thermal conditions during the latter
stages of the lunar basin-forming epoch can be roughly
constrained by the onset of mare basalt volcanism; this
is thought to have begun ~4 Ga [22] prior to the end of
the basin-forming epoch. The mare basalt is a product
of ultramafic magmas and is thought to have been
sourced from depths between 150 and 400 km [23]
suggesting some partial melting within the upper mantle. The upper mantle temperature in TP2 matches the
mantle solidus between depths of 150-350 km, while
upper mantle temperatures in TP3 approach the mantle
solidus between depths of 300-500 km. Therefore a
thermal profile with a similar near-surface thermal
gradient to TP2 and TP3 (10 K/km) and a deep mantle
temperature in between those of TP2 and TP3 could
possibly produce basins with features similar to those
observed and inferred and provide a reasonable estimate for thermal conditions during the latter stages of
the basin-forming epoch.
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Figure 2. Structural features for a suite of 11 lunar basins. Data
includes: ring diameters [24] (open black circles represent definite ring structures; partially filled circles represent uncertain
ring structures), main rim diameter estimates [2] (black circles),
alternative basin rim diameter estimates [25] (gray circles), transient crater diameter estimates from [26] (C85) and this study,
and crustal annulus diameter estimates (Kaguya data). Data from
this study for thermal profiles TP2 (green circles) and TP3 (blue
circles) plot either side of scaling estimates and observations for
a given basin feature. Dtc is the transient crater diameter; Dapp
is the apparent basin rim diameter.

